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Abstract

Cloud and Service Oriented Networks are integral part of the convergence
strategy laid out by Government of India through the National Telecom Pol-
icy 2012. This paper describes the key requirements for converged cloud
and services infrastructure framework and architecture that have impact on
standardization. The requirements not only include perspectives of Indian
challenges for the infrastructure but also include the challenges imposed by
innovative applications and services that are to be delivered through the Next
Generation of Cloud and Service Oriented Networks.
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1 Introduction

Service oriented network principles provide the necessary foundation for de-
livering the vision of convergence of service delivery for multiple market
segments. Cloud computing is adopted to build cost and energy efficient
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Figure 1 Indian market scenario.

service delivery mechanisms. Most recently the Indian government has laid
out its objectives and missions in the area of convergence and cloud services
through the NTP(National Telecom Policy) 2012 and the Draft National Policy
on Information Technology 2011. Cloud & Service Oriented Networks are
intended to support multimodal communication environments where infor-
mation can be communicated through a variety of terminal devices, network
access technologies, and underlying infrastructures. The information may be
presented in real-time (e.g., interactive voice) or time-shifted (e.g., voice
mail), in its original format (e.g., analog speech) or transformed (e.g., file
attachment). The information can be delivered by the network to a location, a
device, or a person, reflecting personal preferences and mobility options.

Figure 1 shows that the number of mobile subscribers in India is increasing
at a high rate and is only next to China. Even the mobile Internet growth is
increasing steadily owing to the proliferation of end user devices which deliver
various levels of user experience. The application space has been struck by
various innovations quite rapidly and is now being delivered by Over The Top
(OTT) providers using the telecom network. A study from TellLabs suggest
that operators or telecom service providers worldwide especially in developing
countries need to transform their networks and business models to be aligned
to Cloud and Service Oriented Networks in the next 3 to 5 years.

2 Requirements and Gaps for India

Service providers are highly interested in leveraging existing networks and
infrastructure to increase the value of those networks by enhancing their
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Figure 2 Convergence framework for cloud and service oriented networks.

ability to offer customers “seamless” delivery of applications independent
of any access or transport technology. This framework provides a common
architecture and set of service interfaces to address this basic goal. Adhering
to this architecture and to the services and service models set forth, provides
a common framework for delivering services, irrespective of the network
context. Regulatory requirements may affect any telecommunications services
provided. These requirements can be classified broadly in a framework as
shown in the Figure 2.

A service oriented network enables the new providers to offer value added
services while using the existing underlying services. It shows a multi-tiered
architecture.At the lowest layer there are multiple types of networks providing
a layer of network convergence. On the top of network layer there is common
service platform layer. This layer consists of services as offered by IMS (IP
Multimedia Services) and OMA (Open Mobile Alliances). Current operators
and new service providers offer new variety of services using the third party
APIs and protocols. CSeON WG will define these APIs and protocols that
allow the existing service providers and the new ones to offer a variety of
services.

Figure 3 shows how CSeON domain takes the best of three domains such as
IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem), Cloud/SOA (Service Oriented Architecture)
and WEB 2.0. While IMS is suitable for Telco, WEB 2.0 is most suited for
Web domain. On the other hand, Cloud/SOA is most suited for IT domain.

2.1 Convergence

The CSeON target architecture must not only separate services from trans-
port, but must enable efficient interworking between applications to support
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Figure 3 Cloud and service oriented networks domain.

innovative converged services. Many of today’s services are vertically-
integrated which inhibits integration with other applications. This interwork-
ing can add value to the existing as well as new services by integrating them
into the larger convergence of media and access modes, allowing service
providers to roll out the kind of customized and convenient advanced services
that segments of their markets are already asking for today. By putting the
disparate parts of the communications puzzle together (such as wireline and
wireless services, switched and IP networks, voice and other media, and access
modes of all types), service providers have the flexibility to create the right
combinations of services for their markets and deploy them to the benefit of
end customers.

To make the transition to a fully converged CSeON network, service
providers need a standards-based, converged service-enabled network archi-
tecture that is ready and able to deliver value-added services. To fulfill these
needs, the resulting architecture should support:

• Open, standards-based interfaces allowing “plug-and-play” integration
of any number of applications.

• Full convergence of services over a number of access modes — blending
instant messaging with unified communications and VoIP, for example.

2.2 Rural India

As per the Census of India,approximately 70% of country’s population lives
in Rural India. There are almost 600,000+ villages in the country with 1000
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people per village and per capita income of Rs. 20 to 25 per day. The rural
tele-density in India is 40.07% as compared to urban tele-density of 148.46%,
as on January 2013. The country’s tele-density is 73.07% compared to world’s
tele-density of 96%.

The people in rural India, needs connectivity in order to be fully connected
to the progressing world in order to make it a truly symbiotic society. For
telecom operators, it is thousands of customers subscribing every day while
for equipment vendors it brings a unique challenge to develop new solutions
that provide the access to these communities.
Following are the requirements specific to rural India,

• Low population density
• Low income levels
• Lower literacy levels
• Sparsely populated and geographically dispersed areas

So, any business model prepared for rural area should be:

• Affordable (cheaper)
• Reliable
• Rich in Contents (like Value Added Services specific to the needs of

people working in agricultural domain)
• Available in local language
• Self sustainable
• Replicable
• Scalable
• Easier and faster to deploy
• Deploy alternate source of Energy like Solar power
• Low maintenance and Support Cost

Low maintenance network equipment suitable for rural environment consid-
ering the following factors,

• Lack of continuous power supply
• Lack of high available infrastructure
• Harsh environmental conditions
• Low literacy level

2.3 Deliver Secure Applications and Services

Security is one of the most essential enablers and differentiators in CSeON.
Identifying services and the users, authorizing the service to access specific
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Figure 4 Eight security enablers.

content based on one’s access rights and authenticating the service to use ap-
propriate resources are required. The essential enablers are shown in
Figure 4.

• Access Control: Enabling access authority to control the access of the
resources, protecting of copy rights. Implement the policy to describe
how to secure access a data resource.

• Authentication: Confirming the identity of the person, tracing its origins
and ensure that the application is the same as it intends to. Focus is on
authentication for both device and end users and how far authentication
goes: User to phone (for highly secure environments); UserAgent to IMS;
IMS to UserAgent; User to IP-CAN; IP-CAN to User; UserAgent to User
Agent; Cross domain authentication; Authentication of Signaling mes-
sages; Authentication of media packets; Authentication of messages that
traverse PSTN<->Packet Networks through Signaling/Media gateways.

• Non-repudiation: Techniques like Digital signature should be used not
only to ensure that a message or document has been electronically signed
by the person. Ensure that a person cannot later deny that they furnished
the signature.
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Figure 5 Service cloud.

• Data confidentiality: Provide infrastructure for encryption and password
authentication.

• Communication security: Platform to deny unauthorized access of data
and resources. Security refers to the need to ensure that communications
between endpoints cannot be unlawfully intercepted or redirected.

• Data Integrity: Assurance that data is consistent certified and can be
reconciled.

• Availability: Resources and data need to be available when required.
• Privacy: CSeON can be combined with identity authentication (e.g.

RFID can be used).

2.4 Cloud Services

CSeON shall be able to leverage all the service models of Cloud like IaaS,
SaaS, PaaS(as described by NIST) to allow an operator to provide and operate
a cost efficient CSeON. CSeON should be able to provide a PaaS layer for
CSeON services.Shall enable a service eco-system by combining services
from different networks and enabling stakeholders to develop innovative ap-
plications and deliver seamlessly over any network. For example, a service
infrastructure consisting of service processing nodes which enables seamless
integration and interaction of services from telecom and Internet as shown in
the Figure 5.
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• Support SaaS model:CSeON shall be able to deliver services like mashup
applications as Software as a Service based on pay per use model.

• Compute as a Service:CSeON shall be able to utilize the Public/Private
cloud for processing complex service tasks such as personalization

• Storage as a Service:CSeON shall be able to utilize the public/private
storage cloud on demand to meet the high scale data storage and also
be able to support the real-time and non-real time data/content access
requirements. This public storage requirement is only for non-sensitive
data/content. All user-related information should be stored in a private
cloud operated upon by the service provider.

2.5 Applications and Services

Indian telecommunication deployment is unique in terms of geography and
user density. Currently the wireless subscribers (CDMA, GSM/GPRS) dom-
inate the subscriber base with close to 900 Million subscribers in 23 telecom
circles and rest are fixed line subscribers (PSTN, DSL) with a base of around
30 Million. While the wireless space is dominated by Private Telecom Service
Providers (TSPs), the wired telecom is still under the domination of Public
Sector Undertaking (PSU) telecom companies. Though the urban tele-density
has reached close to 160 percent, the rural tele-density is still lagging behind
at 40 percent penetration. Indian telecom market has evolved over time and
consists of−multiple operators, multi−vendor equipments, multi−technology
(GSM, CDMA, 3G, LTE) equipments, wired−line and long distance networks.

Since all these technologies are governed by separate specifications, it
is important to find technology solutions and standardize the interconnec-
tivity for various applications and services which will be offered through a
converged services framework. CSeON will enable some of the following
services through the converged services framework:

2.5.1 Emergency Telecom Services
Since emergency is closely associated with the national security issues, appro-
priate regulatory requirements and Government policies are to be considered
in this regard. The following key India specific requirements are envisioned:

• Numbering Plan: All the major categories of emergency services like
Police, Fire, Ambulance, Hospital Related, Emergency Information Ser-
vices, Emergency Disaster Management Services, Police Related Ser-
vices should be available through a single number.Thus, for standardizing
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the single number emergency service, the numbering codes need to be
defined.

• Location Tracking and Caller Identification Issues: Indian operators
have currently not installed any form of mobile location tracking systems.
DoT has set the deadline of year 2014 to install such a mobile location
tracking system that is much more precise than the current system that
provides the Cell ID of the subscriber. Centralized database of numbers
for tracking handsets across all operators with confidentiality. Low GPS
penetration in Indian subscribers implies that the solution needs to depend
on triangulation and other similar mechanisms supported by the network
infrastructure. Real-time transfer of caller identification & location infor-
mation is needed. Spare capacity in public networks needs to be reserved
for handling of emergency traffic,location tracking for SMS, data calls,
SIM-less emergency calls, etc.

• Public Service Access Points (PSAP): The PSAP should be accessible
for the single number and should be reachable over all telephony networks
within the country with dedicated resources provisioned. Both centralized
and distributed architectures should be analyzed with controls provided
to independent authority.

• Local Language Support and Social Inclusion: Indian language diver-
sity is a big challenge to provide good reachability of emergency services.
These services should be available in local languages.As part of the social
inclusion, the emergency services should be made available to persons
with speech and hearing impairments with non-voice accessibility such
as text and gesture based solution.

• National Security Implications: The national emergency services in-
frastructure should be protected from various threats such as physical
and software related attacks (virus, malware, DoS, etc), network failures
(power failure, infrastructure damage, etc), congestion due to network
overload during disasters and hoax calls.

2.5.2 E-Health Services
As an initial effort to connect the medical network to the end users, e-Health
services should be effectively deployed by CSeON. e-Health services should
improve the accessibility of medical services to rural sector in particular.
Gradually the government should be able to introduce e-Health applications
like electronic health records, almost real-time automated health monitoring
and emergency services, diet control and health tips.
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2.5.3 E-Governance Services
In the area of e-Governance the applications aiding communication like Gov-
ernment to Citizen (G2C), Government to Business (G2B), Government to
Governments (G2G), Government to Employees (G2E) and Citizen to Gov-
ernment (C2G) should be effectively deployed by CSeON by harnessing
existing citizen identity projects like Aadhaar.

3 Standardization Approach

The GISFI Cloud & Service Oriented Network (CSeON) Standardization
Working Group is driven by the business needs of the Indian market. The goal
is to produce CSeON Standards, consistent with the unique Indian regularity,
business and infrastructure (urban as well as rural India) requirements. The
GISFI CSeON Working Group will focus on providing a phased business-
driven action plan for achieving implementable and interoperable CSeON
standards.

Following is the list of other standards forums that could collaborate
closely with the GISFI CSeON WG or provide ongoing liaisons. These in-
clude:

• Ministry of Communication and Information Technology (MIT)
• Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI)
• ITU-T: SG13, including the Focus Group on Next Generation Networks

(FGNGN)
• 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
• European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) TISPAN
• IEEE P1903 (NGSON) project
• 3rd Generation Partnership Project #2 (3GPP2)
• GISFI Technical Committees

3.1 Candidate Areas for Standardization in CSeON

• QoS: End to End QoS for composed services/applications in a multi-
operator environment.

• Service Composition: Composition of services/applications in a multi-
operator environment,especially rapid application adaptation for semi-
urban and rural applications.

• Self Organization: Self organization of service operations applicable in
a multi-operator environment.
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• Content Delivery: Content delivery in a multi-operator environment.
Efficient mechanisms to reach semi-urban and rural users.

• Context Awareness: Adaptation of application based on contexts of
users, networks, device and services.

• Identity Management: Handling multi-identity in the form of Global
ID across multi-operator environment.

• Cloud security monitoring: Monitoring the attack vectors to avoid any
disruption of cloud services

4 Cloud and Service Oriented Networks WG Charter

The main objective of GISFI CSeON WG is to develop phase-wise standards
and implement through suggestive Generic Requirements (GRs) from Gov-
ernment of India. The CSeON WG has focussed its tasks and activities as
follows:

• Analysis and Requirements: Gather CSeON requirements and establish
liaison with Indian stakeholders. Publish technical reports in this subject
matter.

• Standardization: Develop standards based on the gaps and provide a
platform to recognize these Indian requirements and standards in the
international standards community. Publish standards in India and also
make contributions to international standard bodies.

• Implementation & Deployment: Participate with all Indian stakehold-
ers to implement the standards and provide consultation to the Indian
government on the deployment models and regulations for a establishing
and operating a sustainable business.

4.1 Technical Reports

As part of the analysis activities the following technical reports will be pub-
lished by the CSeON WG:

• CSeON Requirements and Framework: This technical report provides
detailed requirements for Cloud and Service Oriented Networks and in
particular large focus is laid on Indian requirements.

• Business Models for CSeON: This technical report focuses on eliciting
the business scenarios and challenges which focus on establishing and
operating a long term sustainable business based on CSeON.
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• Information Management for CSeON: This technical report focuses
on technical challenges involved in managing large scale information
operated upon by the CSeON providers. It also proposes method to
migrate legacy information system to CSeON model.

• Carrier Grade Cloud Computing: This technical report provides new
and emerging architectures to provide high performance, cost and energy
efficient compute, data, platform and software services.

• Emergency Telecom Services: This technical report provides technical
challenges and standards involved in providing emergency services in
Indian context.

4.2 Collaborations

Collaboration is key to building a sustainable environment for innovative
standardization. It is important to work together in an ecosystem where similar
problems are being solved and fit together in the overall convergence vision.
CSeON WG has taken up the collaboration activities with the following groups
in other standardization bodies.

• IEEE P1903 (NGSON): This group focuses on developing standards
in the emerging area of Next Generation Service Overlay Networks
(NGSON). CSeON WG has successfully setup liaison with this SDO.

• IETF CCNS: This group focuses on developing RFCs for Cloud Com-
puting and Network Services area.Aliaison is initiated with IETF Internet
Architecture Board (IAB) in this area.

• TEC:Telecommunication Engineering Centre is the Indian government
body responsible for investigating standards and researching new prod-
ucts and services. A liaison is initiated with Information Technology (I)
division and the Next Generation Networks (NGN) division.

• ATIS CSF:Cloud Services Forum focuses on developing framework for
Cloud Services. A liaison is intended with this group.

• ETSI NFV: ETSI Network Function Virtualization group focuses on
virtualizing the network functions in next generation networks including
both wireline and wireless networks. Efforts are underway to set up
collaboration between NFV and IEEE NGSON.

5 Conclusion

The diverse Indian requirements aimed at convergence of networks, services
and devices are only possible through standards based interoperable cloud and
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service oriented networks infrastructure. A strategic convergence framework
is required to enable diverse business needs as shown in Figure 2. This con-
vergence framework will be a collaborative effort which involves combining
standards from various industry bodies like GISFI, TEC, IEEE, ATIS, ETSI,
etc.The goal of GISFI CSeON working group is to collaborate and produce
CSeON Standards, consistent with the unique Indian regularity, business and
infrastructure (urban as well as rural India) requirements.
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